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"You know we talked earlier and we kind of understood each other and - and- and we 
spoke about what happened the night of the incident but knowing the things that we know 
from the scene and the evidence that was collected and I - I - I know you know more A 
about the fire. I know you were there. I just want you to try to think. The heaviness that 

· you have right now is only going to go away when you're able to talk about this. And I 
know and everyone else knows that isn't, this could have definitely been something that 
was accidental and I know in your heart, I know that you're a religious girl, that you 
understand that you're going to be forgiven with what- for what happened but you also 
need to be able to admit and ask for the forgiveness. Do you know what I mean?" 

"Yes, I do. But I don't know what more to talk about." ~ 

"Okay. I'm not sure what happened that morning. You already know how Robin died." ~ 

"I do now, yeah." 

"That, that Robin wouldn't, from your own admittance wouldn't 
have done this. And I also know that Robin was, pr-c-could have been pretty 

· manipulative. I've been told that and that she would, she would intentionally kind of 
push your buttons to get reactions from you. Is that right?" 

"Um-run but she didn't that morning ... " (Trails off, unable to hear.) 

"Well, I'm not sure what happened that morning." 

"I'm not either, than you are." 

"I .. " 

"H-how, how, how did, how did it happen? Please tell me." 

"I don't ... " 

"For both of our good and for Robin's." 

"If I could I would, okay?" 

"l need you to think hard okay? Seriously. I can tell you're a good person and I know you 
want to talk." 

"I don't care if I'm a good person or not." 

"I'm not saying that for your benefit, I'm just telling you what I know." 

"I can't...I do not know." 

"I know that this is all going to be better once you're able to talk about it and that you ..ci 

want to talk about and you want to tell us about if. __ There's just something in the way '/ 'I 

·~ 
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Pause. 
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Pause. 
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Silence. 
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right now, right?" 

"Yes sir, that's because I don't have a clue." 

"How did the fire start?" 

Pause. "I - don't- remember . 

"Well.." Karen interrupts. 

"If, I don't know." 
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"Okay, I can believe that, okay. That you -you -you really don't know exactly how it # 
started and it got out of hand before you were able to stop it. But we can get help, we can 
help you Karen." 

"Fine, get me help." 

"But before that can happen you have to talk to us." 

"I don't know .. " B 
"You have to tell us, y-you remember things right before and you remember things right ~ 

.. after. I need to know, I need you to fill in the middle for me." 

"I'm not here to upset you and I'm sorry but we need to talk about this." 

Whispers, "I don't know what to talk about." 

"Right before you got your sandals you said you, what we're going on." 

"That was just a slip of mine, I don't know." 

"I know as soon as you explain it I'll be able to understand." 

"I can't- don.1.:::J!-h-what to say." 

"I just want you to try really hard . I - I just want the truth. Y2u know what the runh is. I ,-fl 
want to you share that with me." 

"It's right there. I know you want to talk because I know you want to feel better. You Tl 
just need to go ahead and say it " 

"How did it start?" 
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.~ Pause. 
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- ------ -- -··. - - - · 
"Oka , the only thing I can think of is the candle." 

"Okay ." 

"Was it, do you think that the fumes just hit the candle and everything just went before it 
was time for it to start?" 

"They might have, I don't know." ~ 
"Was there a candle in her room going? 

"That.." 

"A couple?" 

- yeah she lit candles . Had candles going 8 

"Was there any that morning .. " Karen interrupts. 

=~=~.:-::::.-::::-~~~;;;;,~::::;... She kept her door closed. Tfthe - it was - it k:) 

"Where did you get those from?" 

"My bedroom-which is right across from hers." 

"What d1d you have on prior to that?" 

"I had on off white pants that 1 just got out of the dryer and I had a purple and white 
checked shirt that I just ironed ." 

"Okay." 

"And I set the iron on the floor in the sun room, fold the cord up like I usually do and 
made sure it wasn't touching anything." 

"Then what.. You can see it." 

"Go ahead and tell me Karen ." 

"I-can't tell ya because I have not a clue." Q-
"Are you telling me you don't remember what you did after you set the iron down?" 
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Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

Silence. 
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"I don't remember what sequence things were in. I just made sure my iron was in the 
place which I always do so that it's not going to burn anything." 

"Umm" 

Whispers "Then I went up and got my sandals." 

"It was after I got my sandals that I heard her goofing around upstairs." 

"Were you in your bedroom?" 

"No." 

"Okay." 

"I was in the kitchen. And then I heard her go back to bed." 

"Back to bed or back to her room?" 

"Back - I - I assumed she went to sleep." 

"Why?" 

"Because she usually sleeps until 11 or 12. She'll get up and go the bathroom or whatever 
somettmes and then go back to bed but she doesn't, usually doesn't get up before then." 

"Did you check on her?" 

"No." 

"Karen, I understand that you're scared to tell me what happened." 

"I -DON'T-KNOW WHAT HAPPENED." 

"Why?" 

"In my conscious mind." 

"How am I supposed to know that?" 

"Sometimes you have feelings, you kind of know. What do you know inside? You know 
something happened, don't ya?" 

Soft voice, "No I don't." Louder voice, "No, I do not." 
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''. DET. HARRIS: 

Silence. 

DET. HARRIS: 

Pause . 

KAREN BOES: 

DET. HARRIS : 
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DET. HARRIS: 

KAREN BOES : 

DET. HARRIS: 

Silence. 
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KAREN BOES: 

DET. HARRIS : 

Silence. 

DET. HARRIS : 

KAREN BOES : 

KAREN BOES: 

DET. HARRIS : 

, KARENBOES : 

"Did you yell up to her or did she yell down to you at any poin_Li he .!:!.eighbors th~ bt ~ 
they heard yelling or something like that." ( ( H cJ.X("'~~ 
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"Is there a time you spoke with her that you didn't recall and that you remember now?" 

"I don't recall anything . I am not joking about this." 

"I know you're not joking." 

"Nothing. I cannot come up with anything. I just can't come up with anything .. " 

"Do you think that you just don't want to remember?" 

"I can't.." 

"Do you think that you suppressed something?" 

"I know that somewhere in your heart you know what happened Karen ." 

"Right now I can't tell ya." 

"Do you think you'll be able to later maybe?" 

"I might. Yes. I might be able to. I will try to think on this." 

"Nah, this is something you don't just think about." 

"I don't - I guess I'm not as .... What?" 

"This isn't really just something you can just sit around and think about Karen. We need 
to, we need to really try and - and I know you are. But I want you to reach~ little 
bit more, for Robin's sake. We're all that she has I ure otit'" 

~" 

"Is there any chance that there is something she did to herself that you just didn't want 
anyone to know about and for her protection you decided to do something that you just 
don't want to talk about." 

Whispers, "Not that I can remember ." 

"She wanted to walk to Megan's house the next day. I didn't remember that until just 
now." 

"The day after the fire or the day of?" 

"The day of." 



Pause. 

KAREN BOES : 

DET. HARRIS : 
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Silence . 

DET. HARRIS: 

Silence. 

DET . HARRIS: 
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DET. HARRIS: 

KAREN BOES: 

"And I was a little suspicious that she might go to Michelle's but I didn't know ." 

"It doesn't sound like a girl who was planning on doing something like this, that she's 
made plans for a later time does it?" · 

"Nuh-uh." 

"Did she do something to try to get you upset that morning? Because I'm told that she 
could do that. Is there something that she did to try to get you mad and it got out of hand, 
she got out of hand? She got out of control and things just happened?" 

"Now's the time Karen." 

"I can't think of anything like that." 

"What can you think of? What can you think of that would help us answer this?" 

"I know you want an answer here. I can't give you an answer." 

"And I know you do. t know you want an answer Karen, I know you do." 

"Yes I do." 

"I'm just afraid that you have the answer somewhere and that and I'm not doing my job" 

"Then how do we get it?" 

"I'm not doing my job, I'm not doing a good enough job trying to get you to bring that 
out so we can deal with it." 

"Okay. Can we bring my husband in here please." 

"Sure." 

"Okay, thank you." 

"Is he going to be able to help us with this do you think?" 

"I don't know . He might." 

"Is there something you would like to ask him specifically or ... " 

"No." 
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DET. HARRIS: 
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DET. HARRIS: 
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DET . HARRIS: 

KAREN BOES: 

DET. HARRIS: 

KAREN BOES: 

"Okay. You know Chief Olney pretty well don't cha?" 

"Yeah ." 

"Do you think you'd be more comfortable speaking with him?" 

"I don't know. Look it. Okay, if! got to sit here till dooms day to figure out what 
happened I will okay?" 

"I know you will." 

"Alright?" 

"I know you'd want to do that. I know you want the answers." 

"Just please get Wayne in here. I really need to have him right now .. 

"Sure, okay." 

"Okay." 

"I'll go get him." 

"Okay, thanks ." 

Det. Harris leaves the room. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

"Hi Karen, how's it going?" 

"It's not. Where's Wayne?" 

"I think they went out to get him." 

"Okay." 

"Um, I think as far as I know he was out in the parking lot. They said that you had asked 
about me and I got here about a half hour ago and. 

apparently did it." 

"Okay. What makes you say that?" 

"F ingerprints on the gas can, it's the I thin ( can that I know. I cannot th ink of 
~ g at a 1a - e se t at would indicate unless I just completely ost ~ · 

"Okay. You want an answer, I don't - (Chief Olney attempted to talk, Karen talked over 
him). I can't give them an answer because right now I can't come up with anything." 

"Okay. Do you mind if I swing the door shut and we just talk for a little while?" 

"I guess, that's fine." 
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Door closes. 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Silence. 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

~ CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 
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Pause. 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 
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Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

"Well , you know, I'm just, um, you know trying to understand and I know it's a real 
difficult time but anything you can think of that might even shed a little light on this is 
what we're looking for ." 

"From talking to the a fire guys it looks like um some gas_got moved around there and I 
guess that'd be a place to start is if you knew how that happened, How did gas get in 
different places of the house ?" 

"Bill I haven't - I don't have any idea." D 
"Okay." 

"I do not have any idea." 

"Okay. Can you um, maybe the thing to do is, let's think back that to Tuesday morning, 
the 301

\ you know, what, let's just- just try to re-recreate the day if you will." 

"Okay." 

"Um, what time did you get up?" 

"Probably about 6:30 - in between 6 and 6:30." 

"Did you have a good nights sleep?" 

Long pause. "Don't, I don't remember." 

"Okay. And what did you do. You-you were up at 6:30?" 

"I had coffee with Wayne." 

"Okay ." 

"He - he goes to work at ten to seven. He did that. I got in the shower because Billy was 
gonna come down and he'd want to get in the shower then so I wanted to get out of his 
way." 

"Okay, than what happened?" 

"I had underwear downstairs and my bra was downstairs." 

"And The reason I remember that my underwear and bra were downstairs is because we 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

• CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

_,I Silence. 

K:ARENB0ES: 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 
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were going on vacation this weekend and I was keeping the clothes downstairs." 

"Okay." 

"Her clothes, she apparent - Robin apparently brought her clothes up except for one pair 
of pants." 

"Robin brought her clothes up you said?" 

"She must have had - or -yeah." 

"Okay." 

"Hers were the only ones that weren't there." 

"Okay." 

"Um, I ironed my shirt." Pause. "Made sure I pulled the ironing plug. I went to the 
bathroom ." (Pause) "Blow dried my hair ." (Pause) "I went upstairs and I did a lot of stuff 
around the house because my house is messy. I went upstairs, got my sandals, put my 
jeans on, my off white jeans, put my sandals on . Make up. I couldn't .find my make up." 

"Okay." 

"Did you find it?" 

"No." 

"Was your make up in Robin's room?" 

"It might have easily been. I don't know." 

"Okay. Then what happened?" 

"I don't remember going up there and looking." 

"Okay." 

"I did go in the bathroom. I wanted a mirror." 

"When you say the bathroom, you mean the downstairs bathroom?" 

"Upstairs." 

"Okay ." 

"Our bathroom." 

"Okay." 
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Pause. 
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Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 
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KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 
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KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: ' 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

"Is that when the commotion started?" 

"I don't remember any commotion, Bill." 

"Remember um, you said that ah, when I asked you the other day if she was awake when 
you left and you said that she was sleeping . I said did you have any contact and you said 
well there was a commotion upstairs." 

"Um-hm" 

"And I don't remember what you told me after that but.." 

"And as far as I know she went back to bed ." 

"Okay ." 

"And she usually sleeps until 11 12." 

"Okay." 

"Or whenever." 

"What do you mean, you - um, expand on the commotion. What.." 

"I didn't hear any doors ." 

"Okay." 

"I'll tell ya that." 

"I didn't hear any doors and (pause) her door makes a lot of noise normally so I - she 
must have just left it ajar then or something .. " 

"Okay." 

"And I, but I heard her. ( Pause). I heard a lot of shuffling around up there . That's ~II I 
know Bill." 

"Okay." 

"I was in the kitchen. My dishes were dirty . I went to AA the night before, the house 
was trashed, I was trying to get clothes ready you know, and laundry done and.,. I was 
loading the dishwasher and that's when I heard the commotion. Er you know, doing my 
kitchen stuff right by the sink and the dishwasher." 

"Okay ." 

"But I didn't hear a door close again but- I knew she was farting around up there or 
somethin' but I don't know. I don't. If I went up there and did it Bill, I don't have, I 
don't remember - that at all. As far as I know I didn't have any conversation with Robin 
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CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

"" KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

at all that morning." 

"Okay. You could have but you don't remember?" 

"I really don't believe I could have either but." 
- - ------------------ -- --- -----"Okay." 

"But she's um, she was just plain bitter and mad and I knew better than to go up and, you 
know .. " __ .. .. --- - _ . ------ - ---------

------------"Um-run." 

"I - I told her I was gonna leave at 9." 

"Okay." 

"Or you ow, go meet Judy at 9." ~ -
- .. ~ --======--'---- - -- . 

"How long did the commotion last?" 

"Longer than her having to go the bathroom." 

"Okay." 

"I know that." 

"Other than the door ... " 

"And I - it was - what?" 

"Other than the door making noise, what happened?" 

"The doot didn't make noise." 

"Okay, I guess I misunderstood you. Okay, I understand. Okay then expand just a little 
bit on the commotion then if you will. I'm trying to understand what she might have 
been doing ... " 

"It sounded like she was shuffle - shuffling around looking for something. That's all I 
could figure." 

"Okay." 

"And I didn't hear the toilet flush and - she - as far as I knew - thought, in my conscious 
mind here, she went to bed and - (pause) I left." 

"Okay." 

"But apparently that's not what happened." 

"So did you see her in bed?" 
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KAREN BOES : "No ." 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Silence. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause . 

CffiEF OLNEY: 

"Okay." 

"Have I seen the gas can - in - since who knows when, No." 

"Okay." 

"Well what I want to try to do is just, you know, help you understand this and make sense 
out of this and um, I don't know, you asked apparently for me a little while ago and I 
don't know why and that's, you know, why they said to me I may want to go back and 
talk to her for a minute and see what she's got to say and ... " 

"I feel more comfortive with you around I guess." 

"Okay. Well, um, hmm." 

"Okay what were you wearing then when you went to um - pick up Judy?" 

"I was wearing um, I had it on yesterday ... Off white jeans, lighter than this, button down 
ones, and - tiny checked, purple and white checked sleeveless blouse with a collar." 

"Okay." 

"I had just bought it at Christopher Banks, yeah." 

"Okay . W- When did you change clothes then on that Tuesday?" 

Sigh. "Why?" 

"What's that?" 

"What do you mean?" 

4 

"I could swear that when I talked to you Tuesday that you were wearing white shorts a 
blue denim sleeveless top ." 

Whispers - "I don't remember that at all." 

"Okay ." 

"Well, I could be mistaken but I- I'm almost positive - in fact when um, remember when 
I got your shoes .. " 
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KAREN BOES: 
~ 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES : 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 
~ 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

"Um-hm." 

"That's what you were wearing that day and you said this is the same thing I wore 
yesterday because you didn't have any clothes to um .. . " 

"That's from my mother. The white shorts was from my mother." 

"And the denim shirt was from Judy. -They brought the stuff to my mother-in-law's 
house after the fire." 

"Okay ." 

"And it was a sleeveless shirt, er, not a sleeveless, but was down to here ." 

"Okay ." 

"And it had some flowers on it." 

"Okay." 

"And yes, the white shorts were from my mother ." 

"Okay ." 

"Ah.J I know from tal~people in )be past, you know, in difficult situations in 
gjfficult times that it' s hard to recall you kn_gw tragic events and what haRPened on a 
·certain day and time but um, you know. we have to at some point we have to brJ.!1g 
closure to this thing, you know, we have to, Wayne needs the answers, Bill needs 
answers, you know, Wayne's fami1y n·e·etls the answers and we sum-ehow guno -bring it 
all together and figure out what happened and that's why, that's what I'd like to do right 
now if we can. And, you know your mind is real clear on certain things like you know 
what time you got up and you know what, you remember looking for make up and ... " 

"That's because some of those are normal. Oh yeah the make up wasn't a norm, normal." 

"Did something happen when you couldn't find the make up? Did you get upset - that 
she borrowed it?" 

4 

"Okay, yeah. I was, I get upset, okay, I was upset when I was doing my hair. What was it 
about." 

"My mirror is never, she takes, she just took everything upstairs all the time. I needed my 
mirror." 

"I remember thinking to myself, I'm not gonna fight with her about the mirror because 
it's not worth it." 

"Okay." 



Pause. ,-._ 
CHIEF OLNEY : 

Long Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

Silence. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Silence . 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Silence . 
~ . 

KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Silence. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Silence. 

----' 

"Then something else happened?" 

"Is that when you thought we just can't fight again, it's just not worth it?" 

"Umh-uh." 

"No." 

"Is that when the hate and rage started to boil up?" 

"It might have had." 

"You say you can't find the mirror - and you getting angry about it and you shouldn't 
have to go through this stuff, here I am an adult and I've got a 14 year old trying to 
manipulate me. I've got to take control of this situation somehow." 

"You know you guys are looking for answers that I don't know how to answer Bill." 

"Um-run." 

"Well, we're all looking for answers, there's no doubt about that." 

"I know and I am too." 

"And I, you're the one who has the answers Karen. At least you've got more than we do 
because you were there." 

"I - don't-know." 

"Do you want to know?" 

"Apparently not." 

"Was - was the relationship so bad that you just didn't care anymore, I mean, I've been 
there with our kids sometimes." 
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, _,,,, Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

Pause. 

._/ KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

./ 

"Yeah. It was to that point, yeah." 

"But I cannot imagine that I did that." 

"Um-hm." 

"I have no recollection at all. But yes, I was to the point where I'm just, you know, I 
decided r just had to get on with my own life." 

"Okay." 

"Had you made some other decisions in your life about where your life was going, and in 
- in your relationship with Wayne or with Bill or anything like that. I know you've been 
struggling some things and you've come to the decision that maybe its time the marriage 
is over." 

"No." 

"Okay" 

"Absolutely not." 

"Okay. You just had a whole bunch of frustration with Robin." 

"Yes." 

"I haven't felt worth living like - at- for a long time." 

"Um-hm." 

"I don't know what, you know, if it's the alcohol was going to that to, end the 
depression." 

"Okay. I - don't - know. Wayne tells me that he has to tell me to take my meds then, 
okay? And I usually do. When I don't take my medicine I'm not the same." 

"Okay." 

"So be says. I'm just- almost like a completely different person." 

"Okay." 

"And I do not know if I took it, okay?" 

"You don't know if you took your medicine?" 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 
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CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Pause. 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

' · 

"That day." 

"Okay. It's something you just take in the morning?" 

"Yeah." 

"Okay ." 

"And h-how do you feel when you take your medicine as opposed to when you don't 
take your medicine?" 

Pause. (Alittl ~.!12,t~ aybe." 

"When you haven't had it?" 

"Yeah ." 

"Okay." 

"Um - my mental state - (pause) usually by the middle of the day I pretty well, I get, I'm 
getting pretty down and I can feel that." 

"Okay." 

"If I don't take it." 

"Okay." 

''Enough that you realize that you need to take it and then you do? Or do you just .. " 

"Yes.-" 

"Skip it." 

"I will quite often take it then." 

"Okay ." 

"I do not know if I took it that day" 

"Okay." 

"Okay?" 

"Okay .. " 

"I do not remember taking them. I've been trying to get into good habit of doing so but, I 
know I've skipped some days and not on purpose, just.." 

"Okay." 

"Well there's nothing wrong with that, you know, it just happens. People, you know, I 
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KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 
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KAREN BOES : 

CHIEF OLNEY: 
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Silence. 

CHIEF OLNEY : 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

try to take vitamins every day and some days I forget, that's, you know, don't blame 
yourself because you didn't take your medicine. And maybe you did take your medicine 
and maybe you're thinking different. Have you ever been so mad at Robin that you 've-

' feTfliT<e hurtmg her somebmes?n·-

"Probably." 

"Can you think of a time recently?" 

"No." 

"I get angry - I just hold it in - usually all the time." 

"Okay." 

"Can you think of anyone else that would want to hurt Robin? Is there anybody else 
that's frustrated?" 

"You know she wasn't always real nice to a lot of people ." 

"Okay." 

"'Us." 

"Wen, we all have those days." 

"Well, so what'cha gonna do with me?" 

"I just wan6to keep talking to you and figure this thing out. I've got no where to go and 
you know' ou've got the answers1and I'd try, I'd like to um, find out what you know and 
help you through this thing." 

"There was one other thing that I was mad about." 

"Okay ." 

"It wasn't the vacation, (Long Pause), I wasn't really mad about it but what was it.." 

"You've got to think it through Karen.~ 

"Okay, can Wayne come in here please?" 

"If you - If he's out there we'll get him." 
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KAREN BOES: 

CHIEF OLNEY: 

"Okay, yes, get him." 

"Just hold on a minute." 

Chief Olney leaves the room. 

Silence. 

KAREN BOES: "Dammit, come on." 

Silence. 

Door opens and Wayne enters . 

UNKNOWN: 

Door closes. 

KAREN BOES : 

WAYNE: 

KAREN BOES: 

KAREN BOES: 

WAYNE BOES: 

KAREN BOES : 

WA-yNE BOES: 

Pause. 

WAYNE BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

KAREN BOES : 

Pause. 

KAREN BOES: 

WAYNE BOES : 

KAREN BOES: 

"Here (unable to understand) 

"They think I killed her." 

"Um, what aren't you telling them?" 

"I don't know Wayne. Sit down." 

"I don't have a clue." 

"Well you've got to know somethin." 

"I don't. I do not." 

"You've gotta be hiding soiriethin, sweetie, just foll it: Whatever it is. If you've got an 
inkling of anything or anything, now is the time to do it." 

· "You have:to do it." 

"Okay, I, when I talked to Judy um the day I called her was the Sunday when she go~ 
home from vacation ." 

"J just, I told her that I just had to get out of the house, I do know that. Just that l, just, got 
sick of it." 

"Robin ignored me the whole weekend and .. " 

"Yeah but that's - been done before, that's .. " 

"That's - Wayne- I'm trying to sort things out. I do not remember anything about the 
fire or anything, my fingerprints are all ov- are on the gas can and I can't remember 
anything - about it." 
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WAYNE BOES : 

KAitEN BOES: 

Pause. 

KAREN : 

Pause. 

HARRIS: 

KAREN: 

HARRIS : 

KAREN: 

HARRIS: 

KAREN: 

HARRIS: 

"And ifI could I would tell you." 

"I don't know ifI -went insane, I don't believe, I don't remember - that- at all. 
remember very, you know, very specific things. I did that morning ." 

"Than why aren't you answering the questions." 

"Because I don't have the answers. I can't think of - I don't know Wayne. I don't know. 
I do not know. They're 99% sure that I did this honey.' 

"I don't know. I didn't have - I - I wa. I was missing my make up and figured she 
probably took that which she usually does and the mirror . The mirror was gone from the 
bathroom. I wasn't happy about that. I went up to get my sandals. I do remember seeing 
a bunch of towels and crap in front of her door which there always is. Yes, that does 
irritate me, you know how things are up there but as far as lighting the fire or having 
anything to do with it, I don't remember-anything-at-all. I don't remember, um, I just 
remember that I was glad that Judy and I were gonna to go away." 

"Well if that indicates that you know something, you do know something ." 

"Well what do you want me to say?" 

"Well what do you want me to say?" 

"I don't . . . I don't want you to say anything . I want, I - I, well, I - I don't know what y<rn 
guys want out of me. I - can't give you anymore than what I have right now. I - just
don't - have - anything in this brain here that can help you out." 

"I - It's not there." 

"Something's got to be there." 

"Well, yeah it does but I must, I don't know ifljust lost it or what. Apparently I did." 

"Karen, we want you to tell us what you feel. We don't want you to repeat things that we 
tell you and make you believe everything .. " 

"No, you aren't, that's what I'm doing, I'm telling you what you have told me." 

"That's because that's what we believe that you know something .. " 

"I know that. 

"And, and, and I - like I said, I know that somewhere in your heart you know something 
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Pause. 

KAREN: 

Pause. 

KAREN: 

WAYNE: 

KAREN: 

WAYNE: 

KAREN: 

KAREN: 

Pause. 

~ 
KAREN: 

HARRIS: 

KAREN: 

WAYNE: 

KAREN: 

HARRIS: 
Door closes 

Long Pause. 

KAREN: 

Long Pause. 

KAREN: 

Door Opens. 

OLNEY: 

more. I'm not saying what it is but there's more." 

"Well, if I do it is not in my mind at this point. I - do - not - know." 

"Bill asked me if I was giving up. Yes, I was starting to give up on her. Yes. Because I 
just, um, (pause) I guess I felt like I lost her but I can't imagine, that my only thoughts 
was that, it'd be great if she she'd be ~ow. you know then, it'd ju~jve her away for a 
while, you know, while they grow up.L, T_!!at was my only malice though~ 

"Yeah, I felt at times that I hated her. I hated the way she treated me. She treated me like 
shit. I don't remember anything any more than what I told you." 

"What about the gas can?" 

"I haven't a clue." 

"The gas can was gone for a long time." 

"Yeah." 

"I don't have a clue Wayne." 

"And it has my fingerprints on it, not hers." 

"Kar{ln, when, did yeu try to do something to yourself that got out of hand?" 

"I know I haven't wanted to live lately but, no I can't say that. I don't know, I - don't
know. I really- don't - know." 

"Okay, you sit here. I've got these guys in a separate room okay? You just sit here and 
think about it okay?" 

"Think about it?" 

"He'll be back in here in just a second, yup." 

"Oh Robin, I'm so sorry0 lost it, and burned you I'm so sorry dear." 

"Oh, God." 

"Wayne's gonna call his brother here for a minute and tell them that you're delayed up to 
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OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 
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KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

the - up to the Ruby Creek area or whatever. Have you thought of anything more." 

"Ahh, just one other - one thing yes. I couldn't sleep one night. I don't remember if that 
was the night and I felt like I mixed too many, too many, like over the counter 
medicines .. but I don't remember that night." 

"Okay." 

"I took Alka Seltzer and Excedrin." 

"That's the stuff you nonnally take?" 

"Yeah." 

"Okay." 

"And that was last week sometime, yes." 

"Okay. I don't think for a moment Karen that- that this is something that you planned 
out." 

"Oh I know, it's not Bill. 

"And ... " 

"And I still don't believe I did it but everything points to it." 

"Here's the thing, you don't believe you did it but ir<=)n3our subco~h en you're 
asked a specific question and I don't recall exactly what it was, it was something about 
did you plan, help plan the fire .. . " 

"Um-hm" 

"You know, as far as a long term plan I don't think you did, but at some point, you know, 
whether it takes two seconds or two days you fonnulate a little bit of a plan and then did 
you do it? I mean, those, that's what this whole thing comes down to, is those two. And 
you must be remembering something." 

"What do you want me to say? I can't say anything else." 

"Okay, well, I'm not trying to put words in your mouth, that's for sure. I just want, you 
know, you to recall, I mean, you gotta look at this way, it's, it's, something's odd" 

"Yeah." 

"That you can remember time of getting up, um, going downstairs, where your undeiwear 
was located, um, taking a shower because Billy was gonna want to use the shower, not 
being able to find make up and being upset about the mirror and you can remember 
these things and then how does it look when all of a sudden there's a gap that can't be 
filled in. Now what we gotta do is,!£mething 's going OD l!U,9.Y! miJ.iQJbA.t'..V!l~~~j.,.l¾P.,, .. 
and we, we're all about trying to get you some help and work you through this but we 
gotta know some answers to some questions . We've gotta figure this out before we can 
get you the help. You've gotta face up to what really happened." 
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OLNEY: 
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OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN : 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY : 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

"So. You know we have to work that through because ifwe can't work that through we 
can't ever bring this to a conclusion, we can't resolve it. Now here's the other thing. 
You know, Wayne knows what's happened now." 

"Um-hm." 

"At some point Wayne has to start wondering about what's gonna happen next. Now as I 
understand it you've got a good relationship with Bill right now but db you think Bill's 
gonna be afraid of you now?" 

"Um-hm." 

"Oh, I know. For sure ." 

"He's gonna think, my gosh, I can't be in that house because if one thing happens and it 
sets mom off, am I next?" 

"Um-hm, I know that." 

"And we have to work that through. We have to get out of you, some kind of closure on 
this thing so we can face up to it and get you on to get the additional help that you need. -1 ct 
It's - It's all in there and the hardest part is just-if you can get that first bit of ~\"f'-'.) 

information out the rest of rtis· gonna come with it. It's like pulling a string, you know, it < 
- it's s_tuck and once you start tugging it through the whole or the thread through the \_,., ~.e, 

needle, it's a little bit difficult at first but once, once it starts coming out, it just glides on~ ~ e,lf'.~ 
out. And the information is there. You're probably not gonna find a better friend here ..,.( :,.~ ..(<\i 
that .can talk to you than me Karen.~ I've k.nown~e longest, [ know you're a ,.. 
good person; I !mow you've been struggling with some things lately, I know about the 
history with Robin and the problems with um, just the growing up things and then when 
your trying to address those-things as a parent, you're tfyirigto ao thetiglRtnmg·oy 
raising your daughter the way she should be raised an - and the values that you believe 
are important and she's rejecting them all across the board, that's stuff that's gonna drive 
you nuts." 

"It did." 

"And when you get driven nut. .. " 

"No, that was .. " 

"It ...;. it starts to wear you down and once your worn down, you do things that you 
nonnal ly wouldn't do, that you did-that you'd never think of doing, like, in the heat of the 
moment and the fact that you've got medication that you're taking that's gonna, we all 
know that medications all have side affects in one way or another, whether its headaches 
or depression or upset stomach, whatever they do, different medicines that treat one 
symptom but they sometimes create other things. And if that's what it is, so be it, we can 
get that changed and get th-that straightened out and get on with things but we've got to 
get to the bottom ofit otherwise now we've got a son who's scared to death of his mom." 

"I .. u 

"Just hear me out Karen." 
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KAREN: 

Pause. 

OLNEY: 

Pause. 

OLNEY : 

Pause. 

OLNEY : 

Silence. 

"Okay. Okay Bill." 

"You've gotta do this for Bill's sake. Bill is - is every- it sounds to me like you've got a 
good relationship with Bill, is that correct?" 

"Um-hrn." 

"Things are going good. We want to keep that relationship. We want Bill to remember 
the mother he loves and cares for him, she loves and cares for him. We don't want him to 
be afraid of his mother, to be scared to death and all I gotta do is, you know, back my car 
out of the driveway and nick hers and she's gonna fly off the handle and do something 
and maybe she's not goIUJa do it today, maybe she's gonna do it tomorrow. Maybe she's 
gonna make some other arrangements .. " 

"Okay, I was afraid that Robin was gonna go, that she was just urn, I felt almost like it 
was a cult thing, kind of." 

"Okay." 

"What was happening with Batema. Um, I really feel that Michelle was messing with her 
mind. U~ and I felt it was totaUy out of my control any more. I gave up. I almost 
stopped-,ealing, I did stop dealing with it." 

"Okay." 

"I do definitely know that that night I took my medication like I should have." 

"Okay." 

"I cannot recollect anything about the fire. I know I was looking for my make up and for 
my mirror in her -bathroom." 

"Karen, let's do this. Just picture yourself, you're in the bathroom looking for the mirror, 
looking for the make up, you're upset about it. It's one more thing, dog gone it, look 
what's she's done now. She's - she's such and irritant, such a pain in my neck. Now 
picture yourse!fout on your shoulder . You're just standing out on your shoulder . ~ 
think w · area's bod do? Where did Karen go? Just think that. Don ' t think 
w_ at, don't to think what your mind was thinking, Just stand out on your s 1ou aer and 
see where your bo y goes. 

"You can't find the mirror, you can't find the make up if they're not, if she's got them 
and they're not in the in the bathroom, then they've gotta be in her room somewhere . ..J.2_ 
are you going in there to look for them?" 

"Did ya, was her door closed, did you have to open the door to walk in there?" 
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Pause. 

OLNEY: ,.........,, 

Pause. 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

KAREN: 

Long Pause 

KAREN: 

OLNEY: 

Pause. 

OLNEY: 

"Just kind of drift in there Karen._ Just float in the room. Picture what Karen's body is 
rfoing, not what Karen's mind is thinking. Just relax, just think it through, think about 
opening the door. What did you see in her room? What did you have in your hand? If 
you can tell me we can figure this thing out, we can make sense of it- because it's all 
there, it's, it's gonna come to ya. Just walk through the room, look to the left, to the 
right, - She's laying there in bed, she looks so beautiful and pretty and sleeping and yet 
she's such thorn in your side. Somehow I've gotta repair this. r don't know how to repair 
it but somehow I've gotta do it and here's what I'm gonna do." 

"I felt helpless in repairing it." 

"I understand." 

"I can't walk through it, I don't -.. " 

"You're in the room, you're standing there. Take a couple of minutes and think it 
through. It's not like your gonna do something like this. Y-Ypur thinking th iogs through_. 
but you're just watching what your body's doing. Just tell me what your body's doing." . :....--~ -- - -=--- --_____..,--,-

"What do you see in the room. Think about what you see." 

"What do you smell?" 

,,,,,--
( ~ve no recollection."__...,.-/ 

"I know but that's why I want you think it,just think ... " 

"I am trying Bill." 

"Okay, and I'm trying to help you, that's why I'm talking to ya. lfyou want I'll just shut 
my yap for a minute and let you think it through." 

"If you want" 

"I can't come up with anything Bill." 

"Okay, well." 

"Again, ifya - if you can't, if you can't sort it out, I don't know how we can help you. I A/ ) 
don't know how we - we can help Bill, I don't know how we can help Wayne. I don't '1 Y 
know how we can help you." 
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"What do you want me to say? What can - what do I need - I don't know what to do 
because I can't, I have nothing in there that's thinking, that has that right now Bill." 

"Okay." 

"I know. I see that. But I can't bring it out. I don't, I can't bring it out. I'm trying." 

"Okay. Well , like I said, I - it all happened pretty fast I think. It 's not like you would, 
sat down and thought this out and wrote you - wrote yourself a check off list you know, 
l 'm gonna need this and r•m gonna need that and I gotta do it at this time or that time and 
this day' s better than that day and this what I've gotta wear and this kind of thing and 
that. It's somet11ing, som~thing clicked in there and it all came together pretty quick and 
-you know, what has me worried or concerned is there was - you were upset about the 
mirror being gone, you're upset about the um, the make up .. " 

"I wasn't that upset about it, I was just in ... " 

"But it's a culmination of those things." 

"Oh." 

"You know, you 've gotla picture the camel and all the straw that's thrown on the camel's 
back and even though straw is relatively light at some point the camel's back breaks 
cause one more piece of straw .. . " 

"Well, hell, it must've broke then okay." 

"Um-hrn." 

"Apparently I did it, okay." 

"But you've gotta have some detail, that's what we've gotta figure out is the details." 

"I don't know any details because I don't believe I did it yet, okay. I don't have it in my 
mind at all that I - that I did that and I -

"Okay." 

"lfl blacked out, if you, yes you can black, yeah people that are alcoholics black out." 

"Okay ." 

"Even after they've been drinking - I mean .. " 

"Dry?" 

"Dry for a while." -----
' 'And that is ifl did this fire that is what happened because, and I will, I can't come up 
with not one thing. I don't remember going into the room. I didn't know about th.e__gas_ 
can." 

G-----
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Pause. 

"Okay ." 

"Um, I just remember that I was going to go away with my girlfriend, Judy and I was 
gonna have a good day and, um, we were just gonna, I just had to get out and have fun." 

"Okay . When did you, um, make those arrangements to have that day with Judy." 

" I think Sunday." 

"Sunday night? So - okay." 

"That was the day Judy got back from vacation?" 

"I think so." 

"Okay ." 

"Well she got back Saturday, I think." 

"Okay. T-tell me what you and Judy had planned that day." 

"I wanted to go get a start looking for a job so I needed some decent pants. I wanted 
some black slacks and a white blouse." 

"Okay ." 

"And that's what we were gonna go look for and some black shoes." 

"Okay. So the purpose of you going to Grand Rapids was to buy some clothes is 
basically what you were doing?" 

"Yes." 

"Okay. And what were you going to do after you found the clothing to have fun for the 
. day?" 

"I don't know, we usually just stay away and - linger for lunch and, 
just shop around you know." 

"Okay ." 

"And we were gonna get back by like 4:000'clock so we had time to make supper." 

"Okay." 

"And I had pig-in-the-blankets planned for supper and I was going to pick a can of soup 
up or something to go with it or hashbrowns cause those would , I thought I had some 
hashbrowns in my freezer so -that's sort of what I had in mind for the supper thing." 

"Okay." 
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"I went upstairs." 

"I don't remember Bill." 

"I know it's hard. I know you don't want to remember." 

"Okay, I'll make something up so Jet's see." 

"I don't want you to do that." 

"I don't care." 

"Okay. Tell me." 

"Um" 

"I knew she'd be better off without me in her life. Or she felt she'd be better off without 
me in her life. That's - I'm not making that up." 

"Okay." 

"I know she hated me, I was the mother from hell - and, but I knew that was probably 
pretty typical - for some kids - kids her age." 

"Um-hm." 

"Um, dammit" 

"Um, I didn't - okay as far as the vacation thing, guy, I just wasn't even thinking about 
anything Bill. Ughh, I- I just, I knew she didn't want to go on vacation with us. Yes that 
hurt. Um, she wanted to stay at her friend's house. Yes I was steamed, thinking that she 
probably was:.. was going to sneak over to Batema's house. Um, Will you help me here? 
What do I have in my eye? " 

"I don't know, don't" 

"Maybe you've got an eye lash sticking down." 

"Oh my gosh, okay." 

"I think you got it." 

"Okay." 

"Okay." 
.-· 

-·· 
,......-~-- ";'The first thought that came to my mind when they said fire, I figured she probably had a 

candle going in her bedroom. That was my only thought because I knew I didn't think 
she was gonna - she didn't seem in the state of mind to commit suicide." 

.·· . ' .. ,_ 
,./. 
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"Uh-huh." 

"At all to me." 

"Okay." 

"Ahh, she was in sort ofa state of mind to threaten us, threaten me, you know. Which 
she's typically did, that - occasionally ." 

"And when she threatened you did you threaten her back? And what - there had to be 
some kind of sanction or something, if you're gonna do that, as a parent I'm gonna have 
to respond like this." 

"You're digging for some stuff I don't want to give ya." 

"Well I, that way, that last question, do you remember what the last question is?" 

"Yeah, what my response would be for her not wanting to be with me." 

"Okay." 

"I started not caring. I was not caring anymore." 

"Okay ." 

"And I knew it. And I said that to myself I remember saying that to myself because, 
yeah I just do, okay?" 

"It's more trouble than it's worth." 

"Yes, but l can't imagine I would do that. _If I really wanted to ki!Lmyselfl'd than 
anything else, okay?" · 

. "Okay." 

"I did not- I do not. I g9 through a lot of times ofnot wanting to be alive." 

"Okay." 

"It's just been a hell of a year for - a hell of a year for all ofus. I feel like I've just 
completely ruined, just, you know - taken our whole family through the mill and upside 
down. I know I have. And um, I don't feel worth living. I don't know what to say. I 
don't know what to say Bill. That's where I'm at. I don't- I can't- I do not have any 
recollection of setting the fire." 

"Maybe you didn't. Maybe you started to do something and maybe you changed your 
plan . Maybe you gave up and so something else." 

"What - huh?" 

"And something else caused the fire to start." 
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"But, we- no - Bill." 

"Well think about.." 

"I don't - I'm" 

"Here's what I'm thinking Karen. If- if you were so upset that you started a plan, say 
you did sprinkle the gasoline in there and you had intentions of doing that but then you 
changed your mind and there was a commotion between you and Robin and you left the 
house and something a5 simple as a light switch could set that thing offjfthose vapors . 
settled in the~·e and you leftbever planning on that to .happen but that's what happened 
when sTiei1ipped a Light switch or sl~ndiu9-ill.&...i!l her LQ.prn-ano lh~oi:s-took 
off and you never puL a match to it. You started to do something and you said, nope I've 
go'tta ge1 out of here .. . " 

The telephone .... 

"I've gotta walk away from this." 

"Tell me about it." 

"Bill, I don't know. I needed the telephone. She always has it in her room. (Pause). I 
think I went in there. I don't remember if I saw the gas can in there or if I saw it in my 
dream afterwards. After I was told." 

"Okay." 

"Okay." 

"Okay." 

"But I do picture the gas can in her room." 

"Okay. And how's that fit with the telephone?" 

"I needed the phone. I was gonna call Judy to tell her I was gonna be late and I said, heck 
with it. .. .I got it. I decided heck with that I wasn't going to be late for the last two times 
I had been out with her and wasn't to do it again." 

"Okay." 

"Are you talking about a cellphone or are you talking about.." 

"No. I think our regular phone, I'm not sure." 

"So you must mean a cordless phone?" 

"Yeah." 
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"Okay, so she had the handset and you couldn't find it." 

"And it seems she threw it at me." 

"Okay." --- ·---,,- ~ r,, . n 
~ my dream .. ... . , 

=--.. .. 

I ' I 

"Okay." ./ 

"But I don't , and I remem- the gas can is in my mind there but I don't know if it was a 
dream or - or if I actually saw it." 

"Okay." 

"But if it was something that I actually saw, I don't - well, it- it's like I was sleepy." 

"Okay." 

"I don't know Bill." 

"Okay ." 

"I know. I needed the matches before that and I couldn't find them and I knew she took 
them. I knew she took the matches ." 

"So you knew she had matches in her room?" 

"No, I figured she probably did." 

"Okay. What kind of matches would she have in her room?" 

"Um box of matches I keep above my stove ." 

"So it would have been kitchen stick matches?" 

"Right." 

"Okay. Let's - let's think about - let's not think about matches. Let's think about that 
telephone for a minute . What's it look like?" 

"Does the phone hit you?" 

"No. I don't think so." 

"But she throws it at you." 

"Yeah, I th-I think I was angr- I was getting perturbed about things ." 

j 

' ', 
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"I pressed the buzzer on the phone and it makes it go beep, beep, beep real loud." 

"Okay." 

"And heard it - I" 

"So you opened the door to her room and she throws it at you?" 

(Pause) "I don't know for sure." 

"Okay. But you remember something about the phone?" 

"Yes." 

"Okay, what ever it is, it's something that apparently made you upset. First you're upset 
because you can't find it right? And now it's in her room where it's not supposed to be." 

"Does the phone ring?" 

"That's when my mother called, I think." 
x:;~.__, 

"So you talked to your mom?" 

~tipm trying to think, I can't reme~ber." 
~ n-r--.·.~ .',,_ ].,.;14.•' ··~ · ::-·· · 

"Okay." 

"Yeah, I did because she didn't remember that I was going away with Judy that day." 

"Okay." 

"And I did' tell earlier that I was going away with Judy that day and then she called up 
and wanted to do something with - she wanted to go junking, which we go to Good Will 
and what not." 

"Um-hm." 

"We were going to go the next day then." 

"Okay." 

"Then what happened." 

"Is that when you looked for the matches?" 

"Um-uh. The matches was- (pause) Did I find the matches?" 
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"Um, then I looked for Wayne's lighter and I couldn't find that. It wasn't for that 
purpose at all. It was for a different purpose. I knew the matches were gone." 

"So your looking for the matches and you're not finding them." 

"It wasn't that day." 

"Oh, okay." 

"I don't think it was that day Bill. It was one night, I was looking for them one day when 
Wayne was home because I knew his lighter would probably be on the buffet, you know, 
and that's where I looked and apparently he had it with him." 

"Okay. Well, let's think about let's think about that phone call for a minute. Did you 
talk to your mom on the phone that morning? The 30th?" 

"Yes." 

"The day of the fire?" 

"Yes." 

"Okay and were you in Robin's room when you talked to her?" 

"Uh-uh. I was in the kitchen." 

"So you took the phone and went downstairs?" 

"Um-lun." 

"Yeah." 

"I remember expressing to my mom and to Judy that I had to get out. I just was having a 
hard time taking everything." 

"Okay." 

"Robin does have a phone in her room, in her room. One time I didn't know if she was 
listening or not. Ahh, that I believe was Sunday evening. And I talked to Judy." 

"Um-hm" 

"And I wasn't sure, I thought I heard something on the other end and I then I stopped, 
you know, I proceeded not to talk about that anymore." 

"Okay." 
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"But the morning of the fire is when she threw the phone at you right?" 

"I'm pretty sure." 
... ,.. .. ~-·-k ·.·. 
"Okay." 

"It's been .. "(lots of background noise). 

"Did she swear at you?" 

"Do you remember picking the phone up?" 

(Pause) "Yeah, I remember seeing a gas can but I don't remember if that was in my 
dream after -you guys told me - that it went on." 

"Okay." 

"Do you understand?" 

"But you remember the phone thing? That - that's not a dream ." 

"Right." 

"Okay ." 

"You've gotta help us work through this . You gotta think, think about it, take your time, 
think it through . After the phone something happened . And I can certainly understand 
you being upset, she's got her own phone . I know because I go through it at my house. 
The kids have all got phones in their room but for some reason it's a lot cooler to talk on 
a cordless phone . Then you never find the darn thing. So now we've located it, she 
knows what it is because the thing's already beeped and probably awakened her so you 
walk in the door and she's expecting you to walk in the door right? Because the beeping 
woke her up and so she throws the phone at you and that's when the commotion starts." 

"Did you have to push her away?" 

"Nuh-uh". 

"Did she push you?" 

"I don't remember anything like that. I don't remember ifI did anything Bill." 

"Okay." 
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Pause. 

"It's in there and you can fill it in Karen, it's just gonna take a few - minutes for it to 
come to ya. But after the phone's thrown, something happens. You've not planned this, I 
don't think for a minute you have. But all that anger has built up and all the emotion and 
the medication's got you ~ot thinking right." 

"Do you remember picking up the can?" 

"I'm trying to think about that. (Pause). I know when I found out it was in there I furious 
yet, and the more and more T can think not furious but you know, I was wondering why 
she bothered Lo take it and ah . ... and thal it was in there. She had -you know, we 
couldn't find anything in the house because it was in her room usually." 

"It didn't have gas in it." 

"Okay, how do you know that?" 

(Pause) "All right, there was like a little bit because I .. . " 

"Okay." 

"Yes, I picked it up." 

~kay." 

"It was pretty light so there was just a little bit sloshing around in the bottom?" 

"If I recall right, Bill, yes, Okay?" 

"But I was gonna let Wayne deal with it because Wayne's been dealing with things." 

"Um-run ." 

"Because I - don't have those kind of parenting skills." 

"Okay." 

"I'm just very passive and let things go and I was gonna let Wayne deal with the can. 
Yeah I picked it up. The little cap was off the back." 

Ohh. 

"I set it back down." 
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"I just remember thinking - Wayne is going to have to deal with this - because I can't." 

"Okay." 

"It's okay." 

"I'm okay." 

"I don't care how insane I was, I could never start a fire on anybody." 

"You didn't want to Karen, I know." 

"I think I lit the candle." 

"I wonder where she was keeping it hidden for that time." 

"Um-run." 

"It's okay Karen, you can tell me." 

"I can't think Bill. I...(unable to understand.)" 

"That's fine." 

"The can was .. Okay, there's um, a door to her attic" 

"Um-run." 

"I remember seeing it, it's only about a foot and a half wide or so." 

"Yeah." 

Unable to understand. 

"It seems like it was like three feet from that. God, I don't know." 

"Okay." 

"I just remember there wasn't much in there or - I don't - I just -1 don't think there was 
an- I don't know if there was even any in there. I remember picking it up." (Pause) "Just 
think, God." 

"I just knew I was going to let Wayne deal with it. I did walk out of the room thinking 
that - because it wasn't something I could deal with." 
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"Um-run." 

"Because you know, she would, she's just um, she would just, pushed all my buttons and 
um .. .. .J just made sure everything I did was in his control, you know as, with her. Then 
it's h-his control ... " 

''Um-hm." 

"Not mine. I was going to wait to deal with later at night." 

"I didn't have a clue where the gas can was until then." 

"Okay." 

"I mow the grass. It didn't need mowing for a long time beca~ of this stupid- lack of 
rain and what not - we didn't sprinkle much. I looked all over for that stupid can - in the 
barns. I called Wayne - and that was like three or four weeks back. He said it has to be 
in the barns. And I didn't find it and I found a little can, it's a- I asked Billy to go fill it 
up. (voice fades eut, cannot understand). He can talk his way into the room, whatever, 
but I didn't mind doing it. That's the day I noticed the gas can disappeared- and that 

. was about a month ago." 

"What did I need the matches for?" 

"I knew she had matches up in her room anyway. It was almost useless talking to her 
about them because she just, you know .... Even ifl hid things, they were gone." 

~·-She's got al-I day to look for them, sure." 

"Um, the matches was a very innocent thing and then they ended up not doing it, 
whatever it was. 1 couldn't find a lighter either. I'm pretty sure I wanted to light a candle 
but I can't remember where and 1n what room it was in." 

"Okay." 

"What color was the candle? Do you remember?" 

(Pau~~ater at night because I wanted I thjnk what I bad in my 
mind was I ~ -fo go sit out on the front porch which I do.....Q.[lg in ~:,yhile and light 
the cancfles1Iiere - but 1 couldn't find any matches - to light them." 

"Okay." 

"I'm trying to think ifl asked Billy ifhe had the matches. I did. And he said why would 
I have the matches. And I says I don't know, maybe to light a candle or something and 
then I decided not to ask Robin because it would start a fight - which I really wished it 
wouldn't start any fights with her or start a confrontation. That was lot why I didn't say 
goodbye to her that morning, you know, because any sort of contact she had with me -
was not a happy thing." 
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"Okay." 

"So I had as little contact as I could have with her. I did, you know, I just tried to be nice 
to her and you know, civil. I talked with Wayne about that quite a bit. I was very civil 
yet .. . r wasn't gonna stop letting her know that I loved her - Regardless of how she was 
going to treat me." 

"Okay." 

"I had my purple and white shirt on." (Pause) "My underwear." 

"I went downstairs (unable to understand) done the dishwasher - and the dishes in the 
kitchen. I'm always asking her do something but she wouldn't do anything." 

"And there's clothes to be folde~ed with my mom about~ 

"I heard her rummaging around upstairs then. (Pause). It didn't sound like she went to 
the bathroom. If she did she didn't flush it." 

"Okay." 

"She was farting around up there. I don't know what she was doing. She wants me to 
mind my own business ... -Doesn't want me near her room ... " 

"Um-hm." 

"Nothing. So - I didn't bother with it anymore and I was going to make sure that I got 
, tny butt out of the house on time so- I would not be late for Jud~ 

I 

"Um-hrn." 

"I've been trying to work on being on time to things, you know, just one of those things 
you know or something." 

"Okay. I went to my car - (pause) and my purse (pause) .. Hmm, opened the garage door, 
(pause). There was something I left in my car, I cleaned the car the night before. · (Pause) 
Put it in the garage (Pause) Closed the garage door (Pause) Started backing up and saw1 

that goofy snake with the toad. Tried to scare the snake away. He wasn't going to scare 
-And the toad couldn't move anywhere. (Pause) I thought I'm gonna quick run by the 
body shop and tell Wayne and Bill about the snake. I knew Robin was going to freak if 
she saw it, you know." 

"Um-hm." 

"And it was such a weird thing, that happened with the snake and toad." 

(Pause) "I didn't get out ofmy car because I didn't want to be late for Judy. (Pause) And 
I made sure that I got that ice tea ... (Pause). I had everything ready the night before 
except for my blouse had to be ironed. Um ... " 
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"Did you go back in the house then?" 

"No, I went, No." 

"It's okay you can tell me." 

---------(Pause) . "!just opened the garage door, it's very noisy . I went by the grill, put whatever I 
put in there inside that T don't know what it was, on ' t remember. " "T got back in the 
car - closed the garage door . No I didn ' t go back in the hou se. I debated whether to lock 
the front door, decided not to. Billy 's always bugging me, why do you leave the front 
door locked all the time? (Pause) He says, you know I come and go . He has weird 
hours. He does what he wants to not what he wants but you know ... " 

"I remember seeing the clothes out and towels and stuff outside the door, her bedroom 
door but that's just an every day occurrence." 

"Um-hm." 

"I just have given up on that. I figure she' II grow out of it. I went to go look for the 
mirror (unable to understand) Why didn't I, that was something, yeah. I just let the back 
ofmy hair go over it and go. (Pause) This wasn't something that I thought could happen." 

"I know I, I really wanted to, you know." 

"Really wanted to what?" 

"Ask her - about the mirror?" 

"Okay." 

"But decided it was just useless and I just needed to go. 

"Um-hm." 

(Unable to understand) 

"I wanted to call Judy and tell her that I was going to b_e late. Then I decided that I 
couldn't d-·· , . e p one· initially. My mother calls me all 
the t · . I wish I remembered more than that. - - ·- - - - -

"Oh shoot." 

"I'm trying to think ifI called my spon sor or not, from AA. (Pause) . I didn't. I waited 
until I gottoGrand Rapids because I thought it'd be cheaper - because she lived in Grand 
Rapids - on 28 th Street." 

"Okay." 
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"I don't recall, I didn't because I called her when I got to (unable to understand), you 
ktiow, after a while, after I was at my in-law's hoUS!!." 

(___ 

"I know one of the days that we were sitting around I did change clothes. I had on white 
shorts and a top, it was this length sleeve though." 

"Okay." 

"Like I said, the top is Judy's and- the shorts are my mother's." 

"Do you remember holding the gas can and how you set it down?" 

"Did you throw it into the room or did you just. .. " 

"No. Not that I - I -don't know, I don't believe that I could do that." 

"Okay." 

"I don't know, okay? IfI recall right, I picked it up, sloshed it around (Pause) Boy, I 
don't know." 

"Did you take the spout off?" 

"Uh-uh ." 

"Okay." 

"It was off'- the little one. I don't know if the big one was." 

"Did you use both of the cans?" 

"Huh?" 

"Did you use both of the cans? You said the little one and the big one?" 

"No, there's a little spout on one side and a big spout on the other." 

"Oh. Okay." 

"For air" 

"That spout, okay, I understand." 

"I just- knew I had to let Wayne deal with it." 

"Right. Does Wayne not deal with it very well?" 
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"No, he does good ." 

"Okay." 

"He's stro- stronger than I am in the discipline department." 

"Okay." 

"You sloshed it around a little bit. ." 

"I don't know." 

"Okay." ·- . ·-----., 

"I remember picki~ up b~t-- Bill I don't know if this in my dream after that " 

"That's okay;tell me what ... " 

"or what it was ." 

"Tell me, tell me what you got on your mind, that's why we're here." 

"I -just - don't know." 

"But then when you guys told me that that's where the can was. Cause I wasjust 
hysterkal that day." 

"Um-hrn." 

"Um - I had no intention at all of killing my daughter. I know you guys don't believe 
that." 

"Well, I think you needed to scare your daughter, you needed to get control is what I 
think Karen and you 're doing what your mind .. . " 

~ 
"was telling you to ~~ eq on .the fact that you've been struggling with all kinds of 
issues right now. ~,. 

"And everything' s out of character .. " 

"I wouldn't be that stupid, or that mean, or that hurtful or anything. It is not in my heart 
at all Bill, there is nothing - but there just isn't anything there. I just gave up on my 
daughter." 

"I believe that." 

"I didn't have this - I don't have - I'm not (unable to understand), you don't know me 
like this but.. .I have - I don't kill spiders, I just - (sigh) If something happened I lost it." 

tJ Vt:r~ [mpor~ ~ ~~ 
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"Okay. I - that's why I say I don't think you planned this .. " (Karen interrupts). 

"And only cause ... No I did not plan it. lfl planned it, I would have had some sort of 
recollection of knowing-that it was planned. Because I did- I would've black out for- k' 
and I - I wasn't blacke~~:e ~~· 'o \ o,-c\L o ~VJ ~ 
"Um-run." - no~ ~' 1 

"And I wouldn't be - if I lost my mind - for that long of a period of time. If it was 
planned out I would have known something or another. When I got the telephone call -
it was the biggest shock of my life." 

"The call from Bill?" 

"Yeah." 

"Okay." 

"Um - I thought it was a joke, it was just a shock beyond anything I could take. Um-" 

"And you know it wasn't a joke right?" 

"Yeah, I figured that out - and I went-you know." 

"Can you .. " 

"I - Bill, I do not remember at- all, I haven't had my matches for a while, okay?" 

"Okay." 

"And I don't normally use them. I haven't lit candles for a while. It just had been a nice 
night- I think that's what I was planning on doing, was just sitting out on my, thing 
there. And light some candles. That was way before though." 

"Um-hm.".-

"That I realized the matches were gone." 

Knock on the door and Eduardo Fernandez enters. 
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"But you remember -you remember sloshing gas around .. " 

"I don't, no. If ... " 

"Karen, um, obviously, um, we got a little problem . It's time for you, you know, I mean, 
we talked about it, (unable to understand), your husband here, he doesn't believe you, 
um .. " 

"He doesn't believe that I ... " 

"Yeah." 

"Did it or didn't do it?" 
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"Didn't do it. Um, they're getting ready to do a search warrant of your house. Things are 
getting more far along. Um, if you're going around and around and -you're not doing, 
ah and stuff like that, I think it's time for you to come clean . We understand it was a spur 
of the moment thing but you have to come clean. You keep going around here, we've 
been here for what, whatever, a long time now okay? And it's time for you to come clean 
and tell us the truth this man, we all. You know, the reason why you- we're here - he's 
here, we've all got better things to do - I gotta catch a 6:00 flight to Miami tomorrow. I 
still gotta drive to Chicago . Uh, we're trying to help you here and you keep-you know, 
when I talked to you before you didn't remember anything about it. Now you - the 
phone, you got the gas can, there's a lot of things coming up. We need, remember the 
thing you gotta explain is, is the gas can with your fingerprints and that fire starting the 
time you were there. There's no other way. I mean, 8:55 - 9:00 they got you there and 
I'm here - I - I mean, I don't want to be a hard ass or anything but let me explain the 
facts to you ." 

"If. .. " 

"Let me ask you something ." 

"Yes." 

"There's a little table in your room, with flowers, is like a sewing table right?" 

"The little table in my bedroom ... " 

"It's - It's like a little sewing table with flowers and stuff." 

"Right? In your master bedroom?" 

"In what?" 

"In the master bedroom .. " 

"Yeah .. " 

"There is like a little table with a .. . " 

"Oh, it has a painting on top." 

"Yes . .. " 

"That wasn't out." 

"What?" 

"That wasn't out when I - on that day." 
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that was in your - in your master room. So this gas, unless this gas got little legs and flies 
around, somebody put the gas can and the problem that you've got the gas can's got your 
fingerprints on it and - what I'm trying to tell you is ... Here in my experience in over 
2000 is .. " 

"Sorry, Bill can I talk to you for a minute." 

"Yeah sure." 

"Eddie can you mention the chair with flowers on it that was in the bedroom ... the little 
chair there." 

"Yeah, I'm just getting to that now." 

"Listen, I - I'm going over, we're going back, they've got evidence .. ~'ye got a chair,... l t 'r.. S' 
th~oy stuff, we've got witnesses, ah, um, against you and we're not going to go into 
it·here anal'm gomg to give y- the thing is to explain it, I told you a long time ago to 
explain, to explain what happened. And we can all live with that. It happened. Because 
if you need help, i-ifyou cannot control this, y-your son's not gonna trust you, you 
know, you're husband doesn't believe you, I can tell you that. You know, he - he wants 
you to come clean. Everyone wants you to come clean. The people who love you want 
you to come clean and we're trying to help. We want to solve this. Hear - hear me out.." 

'.'You know, I wanna say this and I wanna say this one time all right? You know, like at-
over here were you live, where does the family live, you live in um?" 

"Zeeland." 

"Does it get hot in Zeeland, you know like in the morning? Sometimes when I get real 
hot. .. Do you have air conditioning in your house? 

"Yes." 

"Do you ever -ah - sleep with the window open?" 

"No." 

"Never" 

"Well you ever-you ever had one of those days when you're laying in bed and its real 
dark, you know it gets real dark and then you smell like the rain, right? Th-it looks like 
the rains gonna come and you see the lightening. You ever see .... " 

"Um-hm." 

"The windows now and your laying in bed and you hear the lightening, you know, you're 
sleeping but you hear the lightening, you hear the rain on top of the roof, the next 
morning you get up and there's the smoke coming out of the grass. You never saw it 
rain, Right? You never saw the actual rain but you .. " 

Q 
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"Um-hm" 

"You know, let's say, y-y-picture this. You ever h- let's go - let's start over. You ever 
been in y-sleeping .. " 

"Oh yes a lot." 

"When you hear the rain right, and it's raining and you hear it on the roof and you know, 
you think it rained over night right? You smell the rain, you hear the lightening. The next 
morning you get up, and you see the grass is wet and you see the smoke coming out, you 
know from the fog and you say to yourself , you know, it rained even though you never 
saw it rain." 

"Right." 
. ,..._ 

"As sure as you know that it rained, I'm sure you had to do something with this fire." r . ..___ _ __ _ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ 

"Okay ." 

"And I'm trying to help you, you can tell them that, you can tell them that. Now, it's 
gonna, they're gonna get a search warrant, I don't know what's gonna happen, you 
know, most of these fowns a search warrant is a big deal, it's gonna get out, the press~ 
stuff, it's gonna get out and we are just trying to help you . That's all. It's time for you to 
come, to -you know, I knew y-you didn't plan this. Because if you want-If you planned 
this, you did a very bad job because there's evidence up the cazoo in this . I don't - just 
don't get involved. You know that, I've been a gentleman with you, J' riftfying to help 
you out, you know, and - and, and we want to move forward because if you explain this, 
hopefully we can get you the help you need." 

"Well th.en fin.e, .Get me tb~ h.~lp I n~~g, J C:llll.'t--what Y9~.hl:lV~ h~~d m~_tell :Sill - I -
that- that's all I've got in me right now. I'm trying. I am trying really hard." 

"So you - you - now you remember some- somehow I heard, they told me that something 
about you got in a fight with her that morning and she threw the phone and something 
like that.." 

"Yeah, I remembered I - I wanted, I thought about calling my friend and telling her I was 
gonna be late. I decided not to .. " 

"Um-hrn." 

"So I beeped the phone .. " 

"Um-hm." 

"You know, I didn't remember that before." 

"Okay." 

"Well, you see th-that's something that's very important and I told you before and here . 
We either got two persons here. Karen look at me. We've got two persons here. We've 

ot a c Id blooded killer that did this because she wanted for some ungodly reason~ 
ah kill her dau er, don't think . Or we ve o a person w o loves·her daughte1 that -
was going to go to prostitution, that was gonna leave the house, and was loosing control 
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and by somehow an accident she's trying to stop that and this happened and feels real bad 
about what happened now." 

"That could - maybe -that could maybe be." 

"Yes, I think this is the case here. I think y-you, you didn't try to do it on purpose but it 
happened, it got out of hand and your daughter - now we've gotta move forward and 
explain this because otherwise it's gonna come out like you you're a cold blooded killer, 
ah, that you don't care about your daughter. And I know being here all this time with you 
that (unable to understand) that you do care about your daughter, don't you?" 

"Um-run." 

"And you didn't do it on purpose right?" 

"Aghhh" 

"and she pisses the shit out of you didn't she? She was - she was a pain in your - and -
and you know what? The sad part is if you had got to an age 26 like you say you would 
have been all right but right now is the worse - an-and she played you against Michelle to 
get you to buy stuff and stuff like - you were competing against Michelle. and Michelle 
was trying to work out some - join the life of prostitution and stuff like that.." 

"No, that- that may not have .. " 

"Th-that might not have been truth but there in your mind I thought there was a 
possibility, right? In your mind. We're talking about your mind, the mind set that you 
had. You wanted to stop this and it got out of hand. That's what happened didn't it? ls 
that what happened? Karen?" 

''I-f-you say so." 

"No, I'm not saying. I want you, I said before now you remember things, we, you know 
at one point in time ... " 

"I'm trying to remember stuff okay? And let me - do you have a tape recorder in here?" 

"No." 

"I, I." 

"I want the truth Karen. Listen, we 're gonna go around and stuff and I'm telling ... " 

"Well, how'd ya know about the phone and the gas can?" 

"Because they're coming in and out and they're telling me." 

"Oh." 

"You know they're coming in and out and 1-um-y-you know." 

"Okay." 

"I mean they could've .. " 
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"You know, I know .. " 

"I mean .. " 

"Who called you in and out?" 

"What? Th-th-this guy, this guy and the other guy coming in and out. I don-I'm just- I 
went out to get something to eat and I came back and hey you should-you want 
something to eat?" 

"No, it's just coming back okay?" 

"It's coming back?" 

"Yes." 

"Okay." 

"It was and yes, I picked the gas can up I went in- okay- aghhh - sh-my mirror was 
missing. I decided that wasn't a fight worth fighting about or ... " 

"Um-lun." 

"worth saying anything about so I just the back ofmy hair go whatever." 

"Um-lun." 

"Okay? My makeup was gone. I just decided to put - if I had powder in my purse I'd put 
powder on, whatever. I went looking for it a little bit, couldn't find it in the bathroom. 
Um .. " 

"So you went. .. " 

"I needed the phone." 
i 

"Um-lun." 

"because I wanted to call Judy cause I wanted to get stuff done before we went." 

"Um-lun." 

"And I want- and then I decided not to call her because I had been late two days previo
two times previously." 

"Um-lun." 

"And I didn't want to do that again."\ 

"Um-lun." 

"And so I-" 

"You picked up the gas can and then what?" 
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(Pause) "I do11-' t remember if- it was like the dream, your thing you're talking about with 
the rain 01' 1f it really happened , okay?" 

/ -- -
1'Veah:"._.---·•-' ·- -------

"The little cappy thing - was loose on it." 

"Yeah." 

"And - I picked it up .. " 

"Um-hm." 

(Pause) "I don't think there was much in it." 

"Okay." 

"I put it back down." 

"Um-hm." 

"I don't remember ifl threw it or not." 

"Where did you put it down?" 

"Where did I put it down?" 

."Um-hm. In the hall or the bedroom?" 

(Pause) "I think I set it right back down in the bedroom." 

"In the bedroom?" 

"Um-hrn." 

"Her bedroom ." 

"Yes." 

"And where was she at - sleeping?" 

(Pause) "She had just thrown the phone - phone at me, you know." 

"So obviously .. " 

"And went back to sleep or whatever and then ... " 

"you guys got in a fight and she saw a gas can and she told you, what are you gonna do 
with this and you guys ... " 

"No, that isn't how it goes. Now don't put words in my mouth." 

"No, I'm just saying- that isn't right?" 
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"No, that isn't how it went." 

"Okay." 

"We had been missing the gas can for like four weeks." 

"Oh, okay, I see." 

"We didn't know where it was . We thought the boys took that started the fire in the back 
yard, we thought some boys started the fire in the back yard ." 

"Yeah, I remember that." 

"Okay ." 

"So what, you see the gas can there and you get pissed because she was hiding it all 
along? You confront her with that right?" 

"I did not, no." 

"No, so what happened?" 

"I didn't confront her . I told - as I was just telling Bill I have been very much letting my 
husband deal with things." 

"Yeah ." 

'.'Because I don't discipline very good." 

"Um,hm." 

"And so - we have decided that for now until I - I start getting more discipline areas 
taken care of .. " 

"Um-hrn." 

"That he would take care of all those type things." 

"Um-hrn." 

"So I decided I was gonna just let him take care of that." 

"So you saw the a in her room that morning? That's what I'm saying?" 

"Either that or it was in my dream~ -~ 

"And - and then you left and then - how about the fir:~ how did die fire start in there?" 

"I don ' t have - I don't know." 

"Okay ." 

"I don't remember . I was downstairs . My mother called, like she does ." 
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"Did you put that gas can at any time in your room?" 

"No, absolutely not." 

"Okay. All right, listen ... " 

"Absolutely not because in that little table, that little table was - Robin wanted to have a 
garage sale and - her and her girlfriend did and they decided just one day that they were 
going to do it - up and do it." 

"So she could've, she ... " 

"She put - I put that little table - did you see all that junk in that one room or anything?" 

"No, I didn't. .. " 

"No, you haven't been there ." 

"No." 

"There's a small room that I just.." 

"Um-run" 

"I just - I throw stuff in, it's just sort of my junk place, it's just a tiny little ... " 

"H-hear me out all right cause it's getting later and we've gotta go on here." 

"Okay." 

"You've got a gas can that gots your fmgerprints." 

"Right." 

"You've got the fire that started probably when you were there because people, witnesses 
put you there around 8:55, 8:50, you know around there." 

"Um-run." 

"And you have, you know, with th-that, the thing was recovered, you know the thir1g was 
recovered in the master bedroom, the little table. So that gas matches your gas in your 
room and you got - any you know, they got more, they got a search warrant. I'm telling 
you, and so you don't think I'm B.S.ing you. It's time, there's a point in time when it's 
time to tell the truth and now's the time to tell the truth. They're going to hit your house 
with a search warrant as we speak .. " 

"That's fine." 

"And - and then I - I don't want to get tough with you and then it gets out of hand and 
it's just don't look good for you. We want to explain. Now, somehow, the-the story that 
we're going is somehow she killed herself, committed suicide, or- or you had to do 
something with the fire and I want to know what it is. Either you did it or she did it 
herself. I think in talking you and the way you care about your daughter, you did it by 
accident but it's time to move on. Either you -you - because this is the only time you 
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